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New in this version: an explanation about why a new model was made. 
 
*** 
 
Types of MODEL M 
 
Some types of Model A have been renamed. Specifically, each perceiving 
extrovert of Model A has been renamed as an introvert, and each 
perceiving introvert of Model A has been renamed as an extrovert. This 
modification is necessary because the Information Elements have been 
modified. A list of renamed types: 
 
 MODEL A    MODEL M 
ENTp    -> INTp 
ISFp    -> ESFp 
INFp    -> ENFp 
ESTp    -> ISTp 
INTp    -> ENTp 
ESFp    -> ISFp 
ISTp    -> ESTp 
ENFp    -> INFp 
 
*** 
 
Information Elements 
 
Deviations from Model A are marked by ! 
 
 MODEL A        MODEL M 
Se             Si ! 
Si             Se ! 
Fi             Fi 
Fe             Fe 
Ti             Ti 
Te             Te 
Ne             Ni ! 
Ni             Ne ! 
 



In some documents Si and Se are denoted by "Ri" and "Re". The letter R 
stands for "resilience". 
 
*** 
 
Logical Progression Chart of MODEL M 
 
This chart defines relations between types. 
Deviations from Model A are marked by ! 
 
 ALTERED VARIABLES         RELATIONSHIP          EXAMPLE 
1st                       CONTRARY              ENTp - INTp 
1st, 2nd          IF -p,  SEMI-DUAL             ENTp - ISTp 
                  IF -j,  ILLUSIONARY           ENTj - ISTj 
1st, 3rd          IF –p,  ILLUSIONARY           ENTp - INFp 
                  IF –j,  SEMI-DUAL             ENTj - INFj 
1st, 4th                  QUASI-IDENTICAL       ENTp - INTj ! 
1st, 2nd, 3rd             DUAL                  ENTp - ISFp 
1st, 2nd, 4th             -j BENEFACTOR TO –p   ENTp < ISTj ! 
1st, 3rd, 4th             -p BENEFACTOR TO –j   ENTp > INFj ! 
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th        ACTIVE                ENTp - ISFj ! 
2nd               IF –p,  LOOK-A-LIKE           ENTp - ESTp 
                  IF -j,  COMPARATIVE           ENTj - ESTj 
2nd, 3rd                  SUPER-EGO             ENTp - ESFp 
2nd, 4th                  -j SUPERVISOR TO –p   ENTp > ESTj ! 
2nd, 3rd, 4th             CONFLICTING           ENTp - ESFj ! 
3rd               IF –p,  COMPARATIVE           ENTp - ENFp 
                  IF –j,  LOOK-A-LIKE           ENTj - ENFj 
3rd, 4th                  -j SUPERVISOR TO –p   ENTp < ENFj ! 
4th                       MIRROR                ENTp - ENTj ! 
 
*** 
 
Why has MODEL A been changed? 
 
The initial motive for altering model A is that of reversing the 
introversion and extroversion of Information Elements Ni, Ne, Si and 
Se. 
 
Ni of model M creates narratives about the present moment. These 
narratives are not the present moment. Instead, they explain what has 
brought us to our current situation. 
 



This Information Element is introverted because the narratives aren't 
perceived by others unless they are shared. Sharing them requires some 
method, such as symbols or language. 
 
Ne of model M is the present moment in episodic time. This Information 
Element is extroverted because sharing it doesn't require a method. 
For example, seeing a certain person in a certain place is readily 
understood without language. 
 
Se of model M is the present moment in empirical time. "Empirical 
time" means time that can be measured by using a stopwatch. This 
Information Element is extroverted because it refers to immediate 
perceptions of sensory stimuli. 
 
Si of model M is introverted because it doesn't refer to immediate 
perceptions of stimuli. Instead, it refers to interpretations about 
what do immediate perceptions mean in a social context. This 
Information Element is introverted because it involves the self in 
relation to other beings, whereas Se could involve nothing else than 
succeeding at performing a particular motorbike stunt. 
 
In general, introverted Information Elements relate perceptions to the 
self whereas extroverted Elements do not. This is why those who have 
strong and valued Extroverted Intuition are described to behave in a 
confusing manner. They do not relate to their surroundings as selves 
because they conflate themselves with their surroundings. Which is an 
extroverted thing to do. 


